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ATSSA's Government Relations Team 

Launches Video Updates 

ATSSA's Government Relations team on Capitol Hill has launched a new twice-
monthly video update to give association members a bird's eye view of the 
latest in Washington, D.C. The videos will be pushed out through YouTube, 
the Roadway Safety Advocate and Twitter, so click here to see the latest 
information. 

Transportation Bill Update 

The transportation conference committee continues its work to complete a 
final conference report before the June 30 expiration of the latest SAFETEA-LU 
extension. Although progress is being made, the next week or so should 

determine whether another extension will be needed or if the House of 
Representatives and Senate can find common ground on final language.  
  
Conference Committee Chairman Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) is optimistic and 
enthusiastic that this task can be completed by the end of June. Other 
committee members seem to be optimistic as well, but perhaps slightly less 
so. Many of the policy differences seem to be surmountable; however, the 
funding challenges and mechanisms may prove to be more difficult to 
overcome for the committee members.  
  
The House is back in session on Capitol Hill this week, but Senators have 
returned home to their states and will not be back in Washington until next 
week. Transportation stakeholders hope to have more information later this 
week or early next on the continued progress of the bill. 

ATSSA PAC Participates in Republican 

Main Street Partnership Retreat 

On May 4, Laura Perrotta attended a retreat in Florida in conjunction with an 
ATSSA PAC contribution to the Republican Main Street Partnership PAC 
(RMSP). ATSSA PAC's contribution to the RMSP allows us to build relationships 
with moderate Republicans in Congress who are willing and able to reach 
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across the aisle to get work done. As part of our contribution, we are invited 
to attend a weekend retreat in addition to receptions on Capitol Hill 
throughout the year. The event allows ATSSA to build relationships with 24 
Members of Congress in a relaxed and casual environment. The weekend is 
filled with policy briefings and social functions that foster in-depth policy 
discussions and lasting relationships. Speaker Boehner addressed the group 
during the conference and talked about his agenda for the remainder of 2012, 
and transportation is a key piece of his agenda. There were also Ways and 
Means Committee-focused discussions, and funding for transportation was a 
topic of interest on the agenda. 

ATSSA Attends White House & U.S. DOT 

Celebration of National Transportation 

Week 

On May 16, ATSSA staff attended a White House Office of Public Engagement 
and U.S. DOT celebration focused on National Transportation Week. The event 
highlighted the importance of transportation safety and the launch of 
www.safety.data.gov. 
  
This new website will collect data focused on safety to attempt to reduce 
fatalities nationwide and attempt to make data easier to access and utilize. 
Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood spoke during the event and focused 
his discussion on distracted driving and the fact that 39 states have enacted 
some form of distracted driving legislation to date. 
  

ATSSA Grassroots Advocacy Update 

This year, ATSSA members have shown a strong commitment to helping 
advocate for traffic safety on Capitol Hill. ATSSA's grassroots push for issues 
pertaining to the highway bill resulted in early success by helping transform 
legislation that would have made roads less safe. This dedication from ATSSA 
members resulted in 1436 emails being sent to hundreds of Members of 
Congress through six action alerts. It is important to showcase this passion for 
roadway safety in continuing to strive toward zero deaths as the House and 
Senate discuss final passage of the highway bill. 
  
As the House and Senate came together to begin negotiations on the final 
highway bill, ATSSA began to mobilize a grasstops effort to ensure the trend 
of decreased fatalities remains consistent. Phone calls were made to 65 
member companies with a legislator represented on the committee and armed 
with information to pass along to their congressman. By taking a few 
moments of your time to voice your opinion, the collective impact of this 
outreach has shown to be effective on Capitol Hill. 

Rally for Roads Video Now Available 

In March, ATSSA and several ATSSA members participated in the annual Rally 
for Roads on the National Mall. This rally's purpose was to increase support 
and demonstrate the need for investments in transportation infrastructure. 
Many members of Congress spoke and trade association representatives, 
including ATSSA's Chairman Doug Danko, were interviewed regarding the 

critical national need for a new transportation authorization. ATSSA was able 
to participate as a lead sponsor through utilizing Roadway Safety 
Advancement Funds (RSAF). Thank you to all of our ATSSA members who 
have contributed to the RSAF to date! Click here to see the video. 

Follow ATSSA on Twitter 

For the latest news and information from Capitol Hill and Washington, D.C., 
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follow ATSSA on Twitter at www.twitter.com/NateSmith.  
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